Mobile-as-ID is integrated in services of service providers as a SaaS component. Mobile-as-ID facilitates secure identification and authentication for these services. Customers of the service simply authenticate with their smartphone that contains securely stored personal credentials.

Mobile-as-ID enables customer friendly identification, since people aren’t bothered with identity documents, smartcards, tokens, accounts, x-factor logins and keys. Secure enrollment and continuous monitoring ensure the reliability and confidence level of the identity.

Smartphone as your secure ID
Access to offline and online services

Mobile-as-ID uses the mobile phone for secure authentication in the digital as well as the physical world. Mobile-as-ID is applied by service providers for reliable and secure access to services.
### Competitive Advantages

- Standardised solution as compared to many ad-hoc proprietary solutions
- Integration with physical and digital transactions
- High level of assurance and trust
- Mobile-as-ID is independent of brand identities such as Google, Apple, Facebook, Microsoft

### Target Markets

- Employee services: enable access to locations and office IT to employees
- Financial services: facilitate settlement of transactions, e.g., payment
- Government: enable government-issued identity document presentation on smartphone
- Travel domain: smoothen the customer journey for international travelling
- mID 2.0 targets at international markets

### Status/Traction

- Status: prototype for demonstration purposes available:
  - Use-case integration: Consumer banking, eIDAS connection, cross-border trust
  - With partners InnoValor, Cefriel, E-group, ING Bank

### Road Map

**2019**
- Basic enrolment with ReadID, bank ID, eIDAS. Functionality for use-cases

**2020 and on**
- Market entry and strategic R&D activities, new use-cases

### Connect

Henny de Vos,
Business Champion & Activity Leader
e: Henny.devos@innovalor.nl
t: +31 6 5176 2319

### Location

c/o Moutlaan 32
7523 MD Enschede
The Netherlands

---

Mobile-as-ID is an Innovation Activity proudly supported by EIT Digital

EIT Digital supports entrepreneurial teams from research and business organizations in launching new startups and new products in agile 12-month projects called innovation activities. These activities are embedded in EIT Digital’s European ecosystem and receive a financial co-investment to package their technology, sign up customers and attract investors.